
E.P.I.C.H.
 

Eco People In Croft
and Hurworth



EPICH Maintaining paths 
and Jean’s garden.

 



EPICH Carrying out maintenance
work within the Grange.



EPICH Planting in woodland area.



EPICH Bramble patch to
seating area.



EPICH Orchard feeding station.



EPICH Nature Trail at the Grange.



EPICH Working with Hurworth 
and Croft Primary Schools



EPICH Thousands of bulbs planted
around Hurworth Village.



EPICH 2016 Project
A Wildflower meadow inside Model Railway Area.

 

 



EPICH Wildlife map of walks
around Croft and Hurworth.



EPICH 2017 Project
Access for all pathway in Grange.

     We are always looking for
opportunities to help people get
closer to nature. Our idea is to
convert part of the pathway
around the Community Centre
grounds into a more user friendly
surface, making it accessible to all
residents. Eventually it is hoped
that this path will link up with the
Glebe public footpath forming a
circular route within the village.

     With this in mind, EPICH
 researched materials and costs
and supported HCA in their grant
application to help with the
expense.

   It is great to see so many of the
community enjoying the new
pathway.



EPICH Beekeeping.
 

 



EPICH Busy bees!



EPICH Queen Bee!



EPICH Supers filled with honey.



EPICH Honey spun, filtered and
jarred.



EPICH Award winning honey!



EPICH STEP-OVER APPLE TREES



EPICH IMPROVINGTHE GRANGE

 



EPICH CREATING MORE
WILDLIFE AREAS LYCHGATE



EPICH WANTS A 
HEDGEHOG FRIENDLY VILLAGE



EPICH HEDGEHOG HIGHWAYS



EPICH SWIFT BOXES

  To encourage swifts
back into the
village, EPICH
bought 15 swift
boxes from RSPB
and sold them at
half price to
residents.

 



EPICH also registered their ideas on the DBC
Draft Local Plan. 

      E.P.I.C.H. (Eco People in Croft and Hurworth) would like more specific information on
what strategies DBC have put in place to implement the Government’s 25 Year plan
to improve the environment 2018.

 
      “Population growth and economic development will mean more demand for housing and this

Government is committed to building many more homes. However, we will ensure that we
support development and the environment by embedding the principle that new development
should result in net environmental gain with neglected or degraded land returned to health and
habitats for wildlife restored or created.”

 
      With growing demand for new housing in rural areas and increasing concerns

regarding wildlife EPICH would request that DBC set clear goals to future housing
developers to ensure that wildlife friendly features are achievable in almost any
development within Hurworth Parish and indeed the whole Borough. This would
benefit not only UK’s already beleaguered wildlife but also enhance the quality of life
of the homeowners.

 



EPICH giving nature a home
Housing development within the village.

 
Following meetings between EPICH and both housing developers about the concept of “giving nature
a home”, these responses were received....
 
Fran Nicholson, planning manager from Bellway.
“I can confirm that Bellway will be installing numerous bat bricks and bird boxes around our
development site at Hurworth Gardens and I have requested a plan showing where they will be
installed around site from our internal architect.
I can also confirm that we will be planting more native species beneficial for wildlife around the SUDS
area and throughout site (where appropriate) as suggested by EPICH”
 
Eddie Burton / Design Manager / Miller Homes
 
“ I am pleased to say that we are able to incorporate most of the general principles set out by EPICH
and for some aspects such as species we have contacted our landscape installation contractor for
further advice and pricing. Due to the time scales for the planning application, it may be that some of
the features need to be added following the decision.”
 

 



EPICH 2018/19 PROJECT

• EPICH hopes to increase the flora and
fauna in our local community. We would
like to identify and establish “wildlife” areas
that would be developed over the next
year.

• EPICH is working towards encouraging
Hurworth to be a HEDGEHOG FRIENDLY
village.



EPICH have placed a “bug hotel” at the Grange. We
hope to provide more in wildlife areas around the

village.
  



EPICH PROJECTS 2020-21
   
     EPICH have had very positive feedback from members of the local

community regarding their ongoing work to increase the flora and fauna
around the village.

    EPICH intend to continue with their...
      bulb planting scheme
     the maintenance of the wildflower meadow, the Heritage orchard and Jean’s

garden.
     continue to develop designated areas around the village as wildlife spots
     (Lychgate/Goblin Wood/Hawkeswood/Grange etc.) with bat boxes, owl

boxes, habitat piles, bug hotels and wildlife friendly planting to encourage
butterflies, bees etc. ( EPICH are in talks with the Priory School about their
pupils making bird and bat boxes for the community as part of their
curriculum)

     We aim to have Hurworth designated as a Hedgehog friendly village.


